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The Form PF Solution: Streamline  
the filing process.
FORM PF REQUIRES SIGNIFICANT DATA COLLECTION
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank 
Act) established the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC), to oversee the 
stability of the U.S. financial system. As part of its oversight, the FSOC has been 
given the authority to collect information to support its functions and amend the 
Investment Advisers act of 1940 (Advisers Act). The aforementioned amendment 
not only requires that advisers to private funds be registered as investment 
advisers, it also adds reporting and recordkeeping mandates. Form PF allows 
for the FSOC to collect data that enables it to better monitor systemic risks in 
U.S. financial markets. Furthermore, both the Securities Exchange Commission 
(SEC) and Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) are permitted to 
use information collected on Form PF for investor protection, examination and 
investigation purposes.

Advisers to private funds (e.g., hedge funds, private equity funds and liquidity funds) 
must file and regularly update information on Form PF. Advisers with $150 million 
or more in private fund assets under management (AUM) are required to file Form 
PF. Large private equity funds (at least $2 billion AUM) are to file annually within 
120 days of year end. Large hedge fund managers (at least $1.5 AUM) must file 
quarterly within 60 days of quarter end. Large liquidity funds and registered money 
market funds (at least $1 billion) must file quarterly within 15 days of quarter end. 

BLOOMBERG HELPS EASE REPORTING BURDENS 
With its litany of questions spread over more than 50 pages, Form PF is proving 
to be a formidable undertaking for investment advisers. Depending on the size 
and type of private fund, data required can include a fund’s gross and net asset 
values; aggregate value of derivative positions; percentage of fund ownerships;  
gross and net performance information; financing information (including secured 
and unsecured borrowing); valuation and methodology, and liquidity of holdings; 
and portfolio company information.

Bloomberg’s data-centric approach and proven expertise allow firms to 
continuously update Form PF to meet filing deadlines in a cost-effective manner. 
The Form PF Solution provides specific data fields that make it easier for firms to 
report information regarding trading and clearing mechanisms; percentage of the 
reporting fund’s net asset value; turnover by asset class; aggregated hedge fund 
exposures; turnover value of advised hedge funds; and geographical breakdown 
of investments.

AUTOMATING THE FORM PF 
PROCESS USING REFERENCE 
DATA:
 •  Specific new data points which 

align seamlessly to Form PF 
questions

 •  Customized data feed based on 
your firms portfolios

 •  Coverage of all active securities on 
the Bloomberg Professional® service

 •  24/7 customer service
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about how we can help your firm automate your Form PF reporting 
process. Visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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LEVERAGE BLOOMBERG EXPERTISE 
Bloomberg works directly with regulators, industry associations and investment 
management experts to develop reference data that can help advisers to private 
funds to generate accurate Form PF filings. Bloomberg is dedicated to continuing 
collaboration with our industry partners to further enhance our Form PF Solution.

Bloomberg can help you leverage this work by providing clarity around Form PF 
requirements with a dynamic, flexible offering that is scalable and adaptable to 
potential regulatory changes.

Like many regulations, Form PF is data intensive and in some areas opaque. 
Bloomberg strives to reach a level of market consensus that allows our clients  
to comply with confidence.

TRUSTED DATA 
Bloomberg provides highly granular reference data for millions of instruments, 
with coverage across a wide range of asset classes. Financial firms around the 
world trust our data because it offers superior quality, accuracy and transparency. 
World-class reference data is the ideal for correctly applying Form PF taxonomy 
and properly calculating exposure. With an accurate and holistic picture of risk, 
firms can effectively manage the balance sheet while filing Form PF.

ENTERPRISE ADVANTAGES
Streamlining and automating your Form PF reporting process can reduce your 
regulatory reporting expenses.

Front and middle office as well as operations teams can use BVAL’s 
high quality prices and transparency to benchmark a portfolio or to help 
address regulatory and accounting questions posed by auditors. This can be 
accomplished most consistently and effectively throughout the enterprise via 
Bloomberg’s enterprise data feed.

Risk managers will appreciate the ability to leverage industry-consistent 
reference data that ensures Form PF reports are in line with filings from 
competitor organizations.

Compliance teams can expect to have a more efficient and effective reporting 
cycle through streamlined, automated Form PF reporting. 

Senior executives will see greater enterprise efficiency through savings of time, 
resources and costs as issues around the defensibility of regulatory reporting are 
addressed.

IT engineers will find Form PF data easier to integrate without disrupting  
internal processes. 

BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE 
To succeed today, financial institutions must 
respond to challenges that are not addressed 
by traditional approaches. They require 
world-class solutions that integrate people, 
processes, information and technology for 
the front office, middle office and operations. 
Bloomberg partners with these institutions to 
protect and capitalize on data, manage risk, 
deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades 
of deep industry experience, Bloomberg 
creates real value through the use of innovative 
technology that turns data into a strategic asset 
and optimizes workflows and operations. 
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